
The NUMAX Leisure Battery Charger is an all in one ‘Connect and

Forget’ 12 volt diagnostic charger. It is designed for the

maintenance of Leisure engine start and auxiliary batteries. 

The charger is very simple to use and performs both bulk and

continuous float charging.

NUMAX LEISURE ACCESSORIES

Dealer Stamp

Now you can connect all of your 12 volt accessories, quickly, easily

and safely.

The NUMAX Battery Box, made from impact resistant polypropylene,

accommodates all batteries up to 356mm (L) x 208mm (W) x 228mm (H),

keeping yourselves and your possessions away from potentially

hazardous, battery acid.
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The NUMAX XV dual purpose leisure battery range is renowned for it’s quality,

cutting edge technology and reliability. Whether you enjoy using sites with hook

up facilities, or staying in less populous areas NUMAX XV batteries will look after

you whatever your power requirements. Being dual purpose these batteries have

more immediately accessible power which makes then ideal for caravan fitted

with motor movers. The dual terminals enable you to access the battery for any

accessories you may have without clogging up the primary terminals, and the

magic eye state of charge indicator give the user an at a glance measure on

how fully charged the battery is. All of these benefits come at a very reasonable

price, and are backed up with a three year manufacturers warranty.

What you see is what you get......... the facts.
NUMAX is committed to displaying the true specifications on all our batteries.

The  EU directive that was scheduled to be introduced last year, only became

relevant in part, and covers automotive and commercial vehicle batteries, not

leisure batteries as was planned. And, as a result, less honest distributors are still

deceiving people with their battery labelling systems. 

What you see is what you get......... what to look out for.
Part No’s that have been created to give an impression of inflated Ahs.
Small print elsewhere on the label/battery that displays the true and often much
lower specification of the battery. If in doubt always ask the retailer what the true
ampere hour rating of the battery is.

Leisure Battery Care and Maintenance.
NUMAX leisure batteries are manufactured to the very highest of standards, but

to get the very best performance, and longevity out of your batteries it is well

worth following a simple care and maintenance program.

Below are some suggestions:
Always recharge your battery as soon as you can after use, and keep it as fully

charged as possible during long periods of in-activity. Continual chargers such

as the NUMAX ‘Connect and Forget’ charger can be left attached to the

battery for long periods, and will look after your battery at the correct state of

charge until you need it next.

Avoid completely discharging your battery as this will reduce it’s cyclic lifespan.

When the battery is out of the caravan/motorhome, always store it in a cool,

dry, and well ventilated place.

From time to time make sure the terminal are free form dust and dirt, and all

connections are sound. 

The NUMAX LV leisure battery range, as you would expect from NUMAX, also

boasts quality, durability, and reliability. They too are also fully sealed for your

safety, and have a magic eye state of charge indicator. LV batteries display a

true reflection of the power is stored in the battery, so as with all NUMAX
batteries.

What you see is what you get.........

Warranty

3YR

Weight

17.9KG

21.8KG

24.2KG

24.8KG

Height

220

220

242

242

Width

172

172

172

172

Length

257

302

330

330

Ah C20

86

100

110

120

Part No.

XV24MF

XV27MF

XV31MF

XV35MF

Warranty

2YR

Weight

17.5KG

21.5KG

21.7KG

Height

220

175

225

Width

175

175

172

Length

266

354

302

Ah C20

75

90

100

Part No.

LV22MF

LV25MF

LV26MF

QUALITY - DURABILITY - TECHNOLOGY - HONESTY

NEW TO RANGE
XV35MF 120 Ahs
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